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Designing for 
your audience

Andy Kirk | visualisingdata.com | @visualisingdata

The Guardian https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2021/sep/22/british-rail-logo-designer-appalled-by-green-makeover-mess

https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2021/sep/22/british-rail-logo-designer-appalled-by-green-makeover-mess
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I don’t like it

I don’t trust it

I don’t understand the subject

I don’t care about the subject

I don’t have time to read it

I don’t know how to read it

It doesn’t show what I want to know

It is too red

It is too blue

I don’t want to have to click on things

I want to be able to click on things

It is too detailed 

It is too simplistic

It is boring
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WHO ARE THEY?
Characterising your audience
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Singular Mass

Stable Growing

Fixed Shifting

Known UnknowableImaginable

Multiple

Attentive Indifferent

Trusting Sceptical

Subject knowledgeable Layperson

Accessibility obstacles No issues

6

People compiling job descriptions | 
Researchers interested in the methods used
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“Diljit from Amritsar” | “Joe in New York”
Gurman’s Mum

Over 8s | Science-curious | Experienced by 
parent & child, learning together
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HOW WILL THEY 
ENCOUNTER IT?

Characterising the ‘where’ and ‘when’

Tired from travelling | Bags/luggage 
Busy lift | Desire to get to room ASAP
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On the go…

At the station
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Between platforms

14

On the carriage
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Images from: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IC_Yhggk62o | https://www.facebook.com/bbcnewsnight/videos/10154522376796200/

https://twitter.com/visualisingdata/status/916954106249515008 | https://twitter.com/visualisingdata/status/919900196187918336

The unique circumstances of 
TV broadcasted visuals

Fleeting exposure, presenter, 
how easy to read TV?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IC_Yhggk62o
https://www.facebook.com/bbcnewsnight/videos/10154522376796200/
https://twitter.com/visualisingdata/status/916954106249515008
https://twitter.com/visualisingdata/status/919900196187918336
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UK Government https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/nhs-data-briefing-12-october

Fleeting exposure, presenter, 
how easy to read TV?

How often? Learning through 
frequent usage/exposure…

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/nhs-data-briefing-12-october
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Charts from https://techniquant.com/reports/index-ftse-daily-technical-analysis-report-for-2019-04-02/ & http://diagrammm.com/candlestick_chart

How often? Learning through 
frequent usage/exposure…

How often? Learning through 
frequent usage/exposure…

The Athletic https://theathletic.com/2806857/2021/09/05/beyond-the-big-moves-the-most-interesting-transfer-windows-and-strategies-in-europes-top-five-leagues/?source=emp_shared_article | The Analyst https://theanalyst.com/eu/2021/05/the-analysis-may-16/

https://techniquant.com/reports/index-ftse-daily-technical-analysis-report-for-2019-04-02/
http://diagrammm.com/candlestick_chart
https://theathletic.com/2806857/2021/09/05/beyond-the-big-moves-the-most-interesting-transfer-windows-and-strategies-in-europes-top-five-leagues/?source=emp_shared_article
https://theanalyst.com/eu/2021/05/the-analysis-may-16/
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WHAT UNDERSTANDING 
ARE YOU FACILITATING?

Communicating relevant content
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John Burn-Murdoch (FT) https://www.ft.com/coronavirus-latest

“Convey the urgency of UK Government’s 
Covid-19 measures by tracking the trajectory 

of deaths for selected countries”

https://www.ft.com/coronavirus-latest
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The Tube Map does not answer… 
“How do I get from The Shard to

Lord’s Cricket Ground?”

The Tube Map does answer… 
“How do I get from London Bridge station to 

St John’s Wood station?”

¨ĆŉŖÁěĆŉĆĢú�őĂä¨ĆŉŖÁěĆŉĆĢú�őĂä
�ĂűőĂġ�ÁĢà��ĂűőĂġ�ÁĢà�
�äŰőŖŅä�ĩù��äŰőŖŅä�ĩù�
�äĆĢùäěà�äĆĢùäěà

accident or by fortune, certainly not those that are 
repeated or sustained over a period of nine years. 

In learning more about the history of sitcoms 
I found there was a useful distinction to make 
between the development of storylines and the 
writing of the show’s dialogue.

Looking at Seinfeld’s storylines, at the outset it 
is clear the show was aiming to deviate from the 
usual rules observed by other sitcoms. This was 
not a show about success or aspiration. 

The mantra of Ģĩ�ĂŖúúĆĢú͡�Ģĩ�ěäÁŅĢĆĢú perfectly 
encapsulates how it was written in a slightly 
àĆƅäŅäĢő�ėäű͠��ĂĆŉ�Ćŉ�àäġĩĢŉőŅÁőäà�Ùű�łěĩő�ĩù�őĂä�
ƈĢÁě�äłĆŉĩàä�ūĂĆÚĂ�ŉääŉ�őĂä�ěäÁà�ÚĂÁŅÁÚőäŅŉ�ĩĢ�
trial for violating ‘The Good Samaritan Law’.

I was a late arrival to Seinfeld fandom. 

�ĂĩŖúĂ�őĂä�ŉĂĩū�ūÁŉ�ƈŅŉő�ÁĆŅäà�ĆĢ�őĂä����ĆĢ�̧̧̟̦͡�
there would be a four-year delay until it was 
ÙŅĩÁàÚÁŉő�ĆĢ�őĂä��W͠�©ĆőĂ�Ćő�ÙĩŖĢÚäà�ÁŅĩŖĢà�őĂä�
night-time schedules of BBC2 throughout its run, 
it largely passed me by. 

I was oblivious to its appeal until I was in my 
30s, when the series came back for another run 
ĩĢ��W��¨�ĆĢ�Á�ġĩŅä�ÚĩĢŪäĢĆäĢő�äŪäĢĆĢú�ŉěĩő͠�H�
belatedly found the conditions to tune-in and 
devote my attention to what was clearly a comedy 
masterpiece. 

As my love for the show increased, so too did my 
interest in the creative process behind it. After 
all, such accomplishments do not just happen by 

Romantic relationships were always doomed 
and would never triumph over any adversity. 
Any prospect of a sweet, enduring relationship 
between Jerry and Elaine was curtailed. There 
would be no appetite for such soppy nonsense. 
The only romance experienced by any of the 
ěäÁà�ÚĂÁŅÁÚőäŅŉ�ÚĩĢÚěŖàäà�ūĆőĂ�<äĩŅúäΎŉ�ƈÁĢÚåä͡�
�ŖŉÁĢ͡�ÙäĆĢú�ėĆěěäà�ĩƅ�őĂŅĩŖúĂ�äŰÚäŉŉĆŪä�ěĆÚėĆĢú�ĩù�
toxic envelope adhesive. George swiftly and easily 
ŉĂŅŖúŉ�ĩƅ�őĂä�äġĩőĆĩĢÁě�łÁĆĢ�ĩù�ĂĆŉ�ěĩŉŉ͠

In her superb book, �äĆĢùäěàĆÁ͡�ĩƅäŅĆĢú�ÁÚÚäŉŉ�
to behind-the-scenes insights and anecdotes, 
ÁŖőĂĩŅ�UäĢĢĆùäŅ�WäĆŉĂĆĢ��ŅġŉőŅĩĢú�ÚĩĢƈŅġŉ�őĂä�
Seinfeld’s storylines were never formed out of any 
formulaic cookie-cutter approach.

�ĢěĆėä�ġÁĢű�ĩőĂäŅ�ŉĆőÚĩġŉ�ÙäùĩŅä�ÁĢà�ŉĆĢÚä͡�
commonly built around teams of writers, the 
storylines and plot points of Seinfeld were 
harnessed from individual contributions. The 
writers, beyond Jerry Seinfeld and co-creator 
Larry David, were not set up nor did they operate 
as a typical team. Rather than pitching ideas and 
developing storylines collaboratively, the show’s 
writers worked alone, harvesting situational 
material from real life to bring to David and 
Seinfeld for their consideration. 

This approach led to a certain degree of 
disorganisation between recordings, as the 
show’s head chefs waited to land on just the right 
ingredients with which to form the next episode. 

If storylines emerged from a somewhat random 
and even chaotic process, composing the show’s 
dialogue was fundamentally down to the comedic 
talents of Seinfeld and David. 

In interviews over the years, both have revealed 
themselves to be keen students and connoisseurs 
of the comic’s art-form, whether in the context of 
ŉőÁĢàͿŖł�ĩŅ�ŉĆőŖÁőĆĩĢ�Úĩġäàű͡�ÁĢÁěűŉĆĢú�àĆƅäŅäĢő�
approaches to developing materials and drawing 
inspiration accordingly.

The The 
SeinfeldSeinfeld

ChroniclesChronicles
An unnecessary data exploration An unnecessary data exploration by Andy Kirkby Andy Kirk

Andy Kirk https://www.visualisingdata.com/2020/09/new-project-the-seinfeld-chronicles/

What would someone like you find relevant?

https://www.visualisingdata.com/2020/09/new-project-the-seinfeld-chronicles/
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WHAT ARE THEIR 
CAPABILITIES?

Reduce obstacles to understanding

Reducing obstacles to understanding
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FinViz https://finviz.com/map.ashx?t=sec&st=w1

Colour blindness emulator 
colororacle.org

Reducing obstacles to understanding

Reducing obstacles to understanding

https://finviz.com/map.ashx?t=sec&st=w1
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Reducing obstacles to understanding

Datawrapper https://blog.datawrapper.de/category/datavis-dos-and-donts/

Reducing obstacles to understanding

https://blog.datawrapper.de/category/datavis-dos-and-donts/
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Graphicacy https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/testing/tracker/overview

Reducing obstacles to understanding

Andy Kirk https://www.visualisingdata.com/2020/09/new-project-the-seinfeld-chronicles/

Reducing obstacles to understanding

https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/testing/tracker/overview
https://www.visualisingdata.com/2020/09/new-project-the-seinfeld-chronicles/
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Chelsea Bruce-Lockhart https://www.ft.com/content/1b3274ce-de3b-411d-8544-a024e64c3542

Reducing obstacles to understanding

Alan Smith https://www.ft.com/content/3f3ce35e-8c9b-11e6-8aa5-f79f5696c731

Reducing obstacles to understanding

https://www.ft.com/content/1b3274ce-de3b-411d-8544-a024e64c3542
https://www.ft.com/content/3f3ce35e-8c9b-11e6-8aa5-f79f5696c731
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Harry Stevens (Washington Post) https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2020/world/corona-simulator/

ABC https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-03-26/coronavirus-covid19-global-spread-data-explained/12089028?nw=0&pfmredir=sm

Don’t underestimate the capabilities of people 
to grasp unfamiliar charts and/or topics…
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WHO WILL DO THE WORK?
Offering the right experience

https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2020/world/corona-simulator/
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-03-26/coronavirus-covid19-global-spread-data-explained/12089028?nw=0&pfmredir=sm
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In 2019 the Toronto Raptors beat the Philadelphia 
76ers 92-90 in the final Game 7 of their 2nd round 
series, progressing to the NBA conference finals 
for only the 2nd occasion ever, thanks to a last-

second winning shot from Kawhi Leonard.
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In 2019 the Toronto Raptors beat the Philadelphia 
76ers 92-90 in the final Game 7 of their 2nd round 
series, progressing to the NBA conference finals 
for only the 2nd occasion ever, thanks to a last-

second winning shot from Kawhi Leonard.

You show and tell You show They explore
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National Geographic http://www.nationalgeographic.com/astrobiology/goldilocks-worlds/

You show and tell

The Economist https://www.economist.com/science-and-technology/2018/02/06/the-falcon-heavys-successful-flight-is-another-vindication-for-elon-musk

You show and tell

http://www.nationalgeographic.com/astrobiology/goldilocks-worlds/
https://www.economist.com/science-and-technology/2018/02/06/the-falcon-heavys-successful-flight-is-another-vindication-for-elon-musk
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Transport for London https://tfl.gov.uk/maps/track/tube

You show

The Analyst https://theanalyst.com/eu/2021/05/the-analysis-may-16/

You show

https://tfl.gov.uk/maps/track/tube
https://theanalyst.com/eu/2021/05/the-analysis-may-16/
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FiveThirtyEight https://projects.fivethirtyeight.com/trump-biden-election-map/ | TheUpshot https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/02/15/upshot/british-irish-dialect-quiz.html

They explore

The Guardian https://www.theguardian.com/society/ng-interactive/2018/jul/02/nhs-at-70-how-well-do-you-know-the-health-service

They participate

https://projects.fivethirtyeight.com/trump-biden-election-map/
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/02/15/upshot/british-irish-dialect-quiz.html
https://www.theguardian.com/society/ng-interactive/2018/jul/02/nhs-at-70-how-well-do-you-know-the-health-service
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https://www.iamabook.online/

They participate
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HOW TO CONVEY 
UNDERSTANDING?

Finding the right tone of voice

https://www.iamabook.online/
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Analytical efficiency
Precision and detail

Abstracted treatment
Suppress subject emotion

Conceptual efficiency
Gist and patterns

Figurative treatment
Amplify subject emotion

From http://euclid.psych.yorku.ca/www/psy6135/papers/ClevelandMcGill1984.pdf

Quantitative
Interval, Ratio

Qualitative
Ordinal

Qualitative
Nominal

Position

Colour (Hue)

Connection

Containment

Pattern (Density)

Colour (Lightness)

Symbol

Size (Length)

Angle

Size (Area)

Size (Volume)

Pattern (Texture)

Position

Pattern (Density)

Colour (Lightness)

Colour (Hue)

Pattern (Texture)

Connection

Containment

Size (Length)

Angle

Size (Area)

Size (Volume)

Symbol

Position

Size (Length)

Size (Area)

Size (Volume)

Pattern (Density)

Colour (Lightness)

Colour (Hue)

Pattern (Texture)

Connection

Containment

Symbol

Angle

Note that the attribute of ‘Motion’ was not included in this study. For the purposes of this display, ‘Angle’ and ‘Slope’ are 
combined whereas they were distinguished as separate in the study.

“The ordering does not result in a precise prescription for 
displaying data but rather is a framework within which to work.”

William Cleveland & Robert McGill

http://euclid.psych.yorku.ca/www/psy6135/papers/ClevelandMcGill1984.pdf
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Shirley Wu (As-yet unpublished) | Kate McLean https://twitter.com/katemclean/status/1266428173178286083

Gist and patterns

Visualisation by the New York Times https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/05/27/sunday-review/coronavirus-effects.html

Relatable in feeling

https://twitter.com/katemclean/status/1266428173178286083
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/05/27/sunday-review/coronavirus-effects.html
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Mona Chalabi https://www.theguardian.com/news/datablog/2019/jan/31/measles-outbreaks-us-anti-vaccine-movement

Relatable in feeling

Mona Chalabi https://www.theguardian.com/environment/gallery/2018/sep/17/endangered-species-on-a-train and https://www.instagram.com/p/BV4-kWxFrfX

Relatable in scale

https://www.theguardian.com/news/datablog/2019/jan/31/measles-outbreaks-us-anti-vaccine-movement
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/gallery/2018/sep/17/endangered-species-on-a-train
https://www.instagram.com/p/BV4-kWxFrfX
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Reuters https://graphics.reuters.com/ENVIRONMENT-PLASTIC/0100B275155/index.html & https://graphics.reuters.com/ENVIRONMENT-PLASTIC/0100B4TF2MQ/index.html

Relatable in scale Relatable in feeling

Washington Post https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2020/04/01/one-block-more-than-120-jobs-lost/

Literal embodiment

https://graphics.reuters.com/ENVIRONMENT-PLASTIC/0100B275155/index.html
https://graphics.reuters.com/ENVIRONMENT-PLASTIC/0100B4TF2MQ/index.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2020/04/01/one-block-more-than-120-jobs-lost/
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Photos by Andrea Mantovani and Todd Heisler (for New York Times) https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/03/23/world/coronavirus-great-empty.html

Literal embodiment
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Designing for your audience
WHO ARE THEY?

HOW WILL THEY ENCOUNTER IT?

WHAT UNDERSTANDING ARE YOU FACILITATING?
WHAT ARE THEIR CAPABILITIES? 

WHO WILL DO THE WORK?

HOW TO CONVEY UNDERSTANDING?

It is hard to design for others. It is harder if you don’t even care to try.

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/03/23/world/coronavirus-great-empty.html

